Creating The Best Place To Work

Introduction to Conversational French
What is a Leader’s role in cultivating a Best Place To Work?
In this program, participants have the opportunity for in-depth
learning about the best practices and behaviors required by every
leader,manager and employees in the cultivation of a Best Place To
Work. A variety of learning methodologies will be utilized, including
team consulting and coaching, group presentations and highly experiential exercises. If your organization is seeking knowledge for building
or sustaining a Best Place To Work, developing a deeper understanding
of your key role as a leader is crucial to your organization's success.

Any Company,
Division,
or Work Team
Can Be
The Best Place To Work

Motivated

This session will equip you with an understanding of your own abilities
and behaviors, and support you in creating a framework for leading
your organization to new levels of engagement and productivity.

Engaged
Glowan’s Approach to Learning
Moving from

What You Will Learn
• Gain understand of the behaviors and practices that enhance leadership
• effectiveness in Cultivating The Best Place To Work
• Develop a deeper level of knowledge of your own leadership strengths and
values and how to leverage these to create and maintain a highly engaged
workforce
• Be part of a network of leaders committed to building The Best Places To
Work
• How to develop a Best Place To Work Plan for your organization
• How to enlist the support of other leaders and managers to support Best
Place To Work best practices

knowing to doing to habit
Learning Program Options:
• Live Seminar in-house
• Webinar/Tele-Seminar
Attend Workshop
Gain knowledge, Skills,
& Concepts
Create Personal Learning Plan
One Follow-up
Coaching Call
Dialong/Questions
Learning Plan Design
Suggestions for Implementation
90 days of Learning Tips
Email and Podcasts supporting
the topic covered in workshop
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